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My Parents Have Separated
Your parents have just told you that they are divorcing. They are trying 
to reassure you and saying that everything will be just fi ne, but a lot of 
diffi cult questions and contradictory ideas come to your mind: Don’t you 
love me? Is it my fault?, I hate you!, What is going to happen now? This 
book can help you to understand your feelings. 

Author: Raquel Díez
Illustrator: Tamara Durán

EMOTIONS

Grandpa Passed Away
Today you have woken up and noticed the loss of a 
loved one. Many unknown feelings diffi cult to control 
and a number of questions are accumulating in your 
mind: anger, tears, sadness, frustration, guilt… This 
book can help you to understand your feelings.

The collection tries to give an answer to the emotional and psycho-educational needs of children who face diffi cult 
situations such as the death of a loved one or the divorce of their parents. This collection features masterfully-
illustrated texts for children and pedagogical guidelines for adults who will help the children process the contents.

Collection What I Feel!

Paperback · 40 pp · 20 x 20 cm
Ages 6-10+



EMOTIONS

I Can’t Stop
How to “log-off” from video games

What happens when a child becomes too hook up on video 
games? How can we help him? Through therapeutic texts, 
masterfully illustrated, describing in a simple and familiar 
way the experiences and emotions that children face in their 
own unique circumstances, this story is ideal for children 
who need help manage their time wisely and overcome their 
excessive attraction to video games. It seeks to help refl ect on 
the risks of video games when it become an addiction and 
its negative consequences in children’s psycho-social and 
emotional growth. It includes pedagogical guides.

Why Am I Ugly?
How to overcome complexities

How to deal with complexities that children face? Through 
therapeutic texts, beautifully illustrated, describing in 
a simple and familiar manner the experiences and 
sentiments that children face in their own unique 
circumstances, this story seeks to help children overcome 
their complexities and fear for being different and, 
sometimes, for being rejected or bullied by others. This 
is a help to refl ect on timidity, shame, complexities, and 
bullying, and offers children to undestand and accept their 
emotions. It includes pedagogical guides.

Paperback · 40 pp · 20 x 20 cm
Ages 6-10+

Author: Raquel Díez
Illustrator: Tamara Durán
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With activities, ample spaces for note-taking, drawings to complete and color, and an extractable card, these books are an 
indispensable tool for boys and girls to learn how to manage their emotions and also for teachers.

Author: Antonio Díaz Bernal 
Illustrator: Belén Artalejo

KAIZEN and The Ninja Code
Techniques to manage your emotions. Improve your well-being! 

In this second installment, Kaizen teaches us that aceptance of oneself 
is the basis upon which is founded the construction of a mature and 
balanced personality, the adecuate management of our emotions helps 
in our own personal growth, and that parents deserve our respect 
because they are always at our side.

KAIZEN and His Ninja School
Learn how to control your emotions. Your life is an adventure!

Kaizen is a ninja mistress who teaches young readers to control 
their emotions in their own respective schools, helping them discover 
their worth as a person, how to defend oneself without resorting to 
violence, or what consists of emphaty. Complete ninja missions and 
other activities that Kaizen proposes in this books and obtain your 
own ninja license!

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

Paperback · 64 pp · 16 x 20 cm
Ages 5+Collection Kaizen



GROW UP DREAMING

With fantasy creatures as main characters, children will fi nd themselves absorbed in the story much more easier; this 
story, in big typeface accompanied by great and original illustrations, helps those who are still beginners in reading to 
understand and resolve daily situations that they themselves are familiar with.

Pancho and The Smiles
One morning, while the little monster called Pancho was 
preparing to go out of his little hiding place and surprise Hugo, 
the boy who lives in that room, Pancho discovers that Hugo was 
no longer there. This made him sad. Little by little, his mother and 
his friends from school (a fairy, a troll, a ghost, a dragoness…) 
will try and make Pancho to gain back his smile.

Collection GROW UP DREAMING

Author: Paloma Muiña • Illustrator: Laura Romero

Petra is perfect
Petra is a very small fairy who only have one wing (bacause of this, 
she fl ies crookedly); she likes to sing and smile, and she enjoys going 
to school top lay with her friends. However, one day she refused to go 
because there is going to be a school competition and she thinks that 
she will not do well. Her mother, classmates, and her teacher will help 
Petra to have confi dence in herself one small step at a time.

Paperback · 56 pp · 18,5 x 27,5 cm
Ages 3+
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Padded hardcover · 32 pp · 21,7 x 21,7 cm 
Ages 3-6

This book, featuring friendly monsters, will teach children good manners and habits: helping at 
home, not being picky-eaters, brushing their teeth, doing exercise and listening to mom and dad 
when it’s time to turn the TV off or to take their daily bath. Children will enjoy the stories and the 
colorful pictures while learning at the same time. Kids will behave monstrously well!

I’m a Monster When I Learn

MANNERS & HABITS
Author: Mª Ángeles López Romero

Illustrator: Tamara Durán
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Author: Eva Millet • Illustrator: Álba Lápiz
HYPER-PARENTHOOD

I Want Nature!
With simplicity and expressiveness, this illustrated album encourages 
our children to enjoy a kind of healthy leisure and, nowadays, almost 
forgotten. Due to a school excursion, the protagonists of this adventure 
discover that nature is the best park, the perfect setting to learn and 
enjoy the life in all senses. At the end contains a guide with pedagogical 
guidelines that reminds the serious disconnection with nature that we 
live in present time that warns about the physical defi ciencies and 
psychological effects that this new lifestyle causes in our lives.

I Want to Be Brave!
The protagonist of this book has her own fears.
And his father’s. And her mother’s. And their Grandparent’s... 
Currently, we overprotect our children, preventing them from falling 
instead of teaching them to get up, which limits their capacity of 
autonomy and self-confi dence. Will she be able to transform fear 
into caution?  Contains a guide with directions pedagogical that 
helps to fi nd the balance between fear and courage, because other 
way is impossible to enjoy a full and enriching life.

Paperback · 32 pp · 20 x 24 cm
Ages 6+

The collection «We want to be» presents, with humour, rigour, and a pleasant format, the key aspects of childhood 
that «hyper-parenthood» (concept coined by the autor herself) is pushing forward. This is both for the kids and the 
parents alike.

Collection WE WANT TO BE

NEWNEW NEWNEW
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HYPER-PARENTHOOD

I Want to Be Wrong!
Nowadays, it looks like children are “over-protected”: so 
as to avoid that they hurt themselves, dirty themselves, 
have the most common of common colds, or just any type 
of danger however small it may be. But this also impedes 
important things like learning to play sports, do exercise, 
to explore, play, enjoy… to learn in general. Because of 
this, the characters in this story defends their right to be 
wrong. Let us see how will win the game.

We Want to Play!
Children of today join many extracurricular 
activities—sports, languages, arts, mindfulness—
which makes it impossible for them to fi nd time to play 
and have fun. But play is the legacy of childhood, 
its way of life, and the best «extracurricular» activity 
from which one can learn and grow. For this, the 
protagonists of this story will rebel. Let us see who will 
win the game. 

Paperback · 32 pp · 20 x 24 cm
Ages 6+

For daddyAuthor: Eva Millet • Illustrator: Álba Lápiz
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The Best Gift for Dad (boy or girl)

The little one of the house wants to gift something to dad He/she wants it to be something big and 
unforgettable. So he/she talked with his/her sister, uncle and aunt, grandmother, and even with the pet. At 
last, grandpa tells him/her the solution for the perfect gift. A nice and simple story that comes with rhymes 
and attractive illustrations that will surely make the whole family smile and let the children discover the value 
of love in the family.

Hardcover • 21,5 x 21,5 cm • 3pp
Ages 3+

Author: Raquel Parrondo
Illustrator: Natalia ScabusoFor daddy

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 
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Author: Raquel Parrondo
Illustrator: Natalia Scabuso

The Best Gift for Mom (boy or girl)

The little one of the house wants to gift something to mom. He/she wants it to be something big and 
unforgettable. So he/she talked with his/her sister, uncle and aunt, grandmother, and even with the pet. At 
last, grandpa tells him/her the solution for the perfect gift. A nice and simple story that comes with rhymes 
and attractive illustrations that will surely make the whole family smile and let the children discover the value 
of love in the family.

Hardcover • 21,5 x 21,5 cm • 32pp
Ages 3+

For mommy
BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 
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These tales, packed with modern and fun illustrations, will help children 
to learn values (empathy, tolerance, optimism or perseverance) and to 
increase their self-esteem (shame, fears, anger or sadness).
The main characters are children with great imagination and remarkable 
inner life who live the same situations as readers do. Each story includes a 
refl ection, a short list of commitments, and notes for parents and educators.

Padded hardcover · 32 pp · 20 x 20 cm 
Ages 6+

To the Moon!  
Creepy Crawlies!  
The Princess of the Pea

The Waning Giant
No Monsters Here 
Fairy or Witch

Perseverance Tolerance

FearsShame

Empathy

Optimism

Author: Carmen López-Manterola
Illustrator: Albert Pinilla 

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 
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Julia and Maria go camping to enjoy 
each other’s company. But Raúl, a 
boy who always get what he wants 
by having tantrums, is on the point of 
ruining their experience. Will they get 
him to control that anger, which, like a 
mad dog, tries to dominate him?

Padded hardcover · 32 pp · 20 x 20 cm 
Ages 6+

The Sad Princess
Grief Told, Grief Solved

The Last Tantrum
What Starts in Anger Ends in Shame

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 

Author: Carmen López-Manterola
Illustrator: Laura Estrada

Anger

Sadness

When her grandparents decided to live in the 
countryside, Lola became so sad that everything 
started to go bad: her friend Irene keeps her 
distance away from Lola, her mother no longer 
understands her… Everything is becoming so 
horrible that she cannot cheer up. Luckily, her 
grandfather will make her see the truth.
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Hardcover · 96 pp · 21 x 24 cm 
Ages 6-9+

Five enjoyable stories featuring whiny princes or pirate grannies that will help children in 
their inner growth by conveying essential moral values.

The Prince Tantrums 
And Other Stories for Growing Within

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 

Author: Carmen Gil • Illustrators: Various

Prince Tantrum (Growing up) · Pirate Granny (Respect for elders) · I Like School (The 
importance of learning) 
What a Mess! (Living together) · I Love Myself Very Much (Identity)

EDITORIAL SAN PABLO ESPAÑA • 13

Hardcover · 96 pp · 21 x 24 cm 

Five enjoyable stories featuring whiny princes or pirate grannies that will help children in 
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Hardcover · 96 pp · 21 x 24 cm 
Ages 6-8+

Five amusing stories featuring affable characters (two fairies’ apprentices, an 
elephant that learns to say «no», a selfi sh witch, a fearful dragon, and a blue elf) that 
explain values such as compassion, assertiveness, cooperation, self-confi dence and 
sharing. These stories will introduce children to a colorful world of fantasy and will 
help them in their personal growth.

If you Wish to Be a Fairy Godmother… or Godfather
And other stories for growing inside

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 

Author: Carmen Gil • Illustrators: Various
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A Problem, A Story
Stories for Small and Big Problems

Let’s go to an adventure through the different problems, both physical and 
psychological, that a child may experience in his or her life and may affect on 

how he or she behaves. There is a story for each of these themes where we 
will meet protagonists (dwarves and princesses, superhero animals...) who will 
face these trying situations, teaching children how to face them themselves. At 

the end of each story, a brief explanation is given for parents and educators on 
how to intervene when their child is facing these problems.

A Problem, A Story is available in both hardback edition and a three-volume 
paperback edition which contains 3 stories in each volume 

(each volume has 32 pages).

Author: Nuria Ubago

More Problems, More Stories
The stories of this book will help children and 
adults to learn about the importance of acquiring a 
healthy lifestyle: proper nutrition, taste for reading, 
anger management and control of negative 
emotions. Both children and adults will also learn 
to get rid of some bad behaviors, such as arguing, 
lying, using a bad language or being hooked to the 
new technologies. At the end of each story, there is 
a brief explanation for children as well as some tips 
for parents and educators that will help understand 
the important message of the story.

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 

Padded hardcover · 90 pp · 24 x 25 cm 
Ages 5+

Illustrator: Blanca BK Illustrator: Pilar Campos
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Hardcover · 40 pp · 23 x 30 cm 
Ages 6+

The day that Tristan was born there was such a noise that his ears got closed and his voice 
hid away. Accompany Tristan in his search and dicover how he will fi nd his lost voice in the 
profoundness of silence. A simple yet beautifully illustrated tale that will help both children and 
adults alike in discovering the value of silence, the voice within, and the intimate relationship 
of the human being with all of creation.

Tristan’s Voice
Text and illustrations: Laura Romero

Author & illustrator: Laura Romero

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 
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Hardcover · 48 pp · 21 x 30 cm 
Ages 10-12

Cordelia does not like her name. She has been searching the meaning behind her name but 
it seems to always escape her… This story, illustrated with drawings and words, is more than 
a story of a girl who does not like her name; this is a story of the search of one’s identity and 
meaning, a search that will lead to self-acceptance, self-esteem, and opening up to others.

Cordelia
Wants to Know The Meaning of Her Name 

Author: Marina de Miguel
Illustrator: Juan A. Arrivi 

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 
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Hardcover · 48 pp · 30 x 21,5 cm 
Ages 6-10+

One day while walking on the beach, Ana saw a beautiful snail shell. Inside it, there was a small 
snail that was crying and shaking. Ana named him Hans and decided to take care of him like her 
own child. Hans grew up but never had the courage to go out of his shell. Discover in this book 
how Hans overcame his fear of going out of his shell and learn to be free.

Snail

Author: Gracia Iglesias 
Illustrator: Teresa Saco

BOOKS ABOUT VALUES 
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POETRY

Imaginary Friends
Entertaining stories round the clock 

Explore the enchanting rhyming world of these stories, and discover their main characters, who will soon become your magic and 
imaginary friends. You will share many adventures with them everywhere! In the farm, on the mountain, at sea and on the plains… 
Enjoy your time with a vampire, with a pirate, with an elephant, with a rooster… Open the book, journey through its fun and 
detailed illustrated pages, and come visit your new friends, who will be here for you at any time of day!

Die cut board book · 48 pp · 26 x 26 cm
Ages 4-12

Author: Javier Fonseca
Illustrator: Laura Chicote
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With Snowy, children will discover 
essential values in life: friendship, family 

love, self-esteem, respect and concern 
for the elderly, generosity and courage 

to face their fears.

The Kitten Who did not 
Want to Be a Cat

Hardcover · 128 pp · 23 x 30,5 cm
Ages 5+

The Smallers
Big Hearts in Tiny Bodies

Would you like to know a secret? There are nice creatures with a big heart who live 
in our houses and make us feel their presence, The Smallers. Together with Martin 
and Ali, you will know that these mysterious creatures also reveal themselves to us. 
You will learn how to read with them, you will have the guts to confront those who 
bully you at school, and many more! 

Author: César Lillo Gil
Illustrator: Covadonga Riesgo

Hardcover · 96 pp · 22,5 x 28 cm
Ages 5+

PICTURE BOOKS
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Hardcover · 36 pp · 22 x 22 cm
Age 3-6+

Little One is a cheerful and happy bear... until the night falls. Then, he shivers (but he is not cold), drinks water (although he is not thirsty) 
and eats strawberry shortcake (although he isn´t hungry). His parents and siblings don’t know what happens to Little One, but they are 
determined to help him. 
A children’s book full of color and tenderness with which the children will discover that the family is the best antidote to overcome night fears 
and have sweet dreams.

Little One Cannot Sleep
A story to overcome the fear of the dark

FEAR OF WHAT!
Autora: Paula Merlán • Ilustradora: Nancy Brajer

NEWNEW
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Hardcover · 36 pp · 22 x 22 cm
Age 3-6+

We each have our own pace and ways of speaking, but sometimes some letters can be annoying, 
and we have to improve our pronunciation, or at least to try! This book provides some tips to help 
children with pronunciation diffi culties such as rhotacism, and remind both children and adults that, 
with a little training, help and perseverance, anyone can achieve their goals. The main character of 
this book discovers a fun way to learn how to properly pronounce the R, he overcomes his fears and 
embarrassments and trains his muscles and breathing.

Author: Begoña Juarrero
Illustrator: Nancy Brajer

We each have our own pace and ways of speaking, but sometimes some letters can be annoying, 
and we have to improve our pronunciation, or at least to try! This book provides some tips to help 
children with pronunciation diffi culties such as rhotacism, and remind both children and adults that, 
with a little training, help and perseverance, anyone can achieve their goals. The main character of 
this book discovers a fun way to learn how to properly pronounce the R, he overcomes his fears and 
embarrassments and trains his muscles and breathing.

That Annoying Rrrrrrrrrrr!

FEAR OF WHAT!
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FEAR OF WHAT!
Author: Mª Ángeles López Romero

Illustrator: Nancy Brajer

Hardcover · 36 pp · 22 x 22 cm 
Ages 3-6+

Pablo needs to have his tonsils removed, but he will go to the hospital without any fear, 
thanks to the funny stories his grandpa tells him and his friend Maria about his own scars. 
Adventurer Grandpa teaches both children and adults to use their imagination to play down 
the illnesses, accidents and surgical procedures one might go through and may leave a trace 
on one’s body and life.

The Adventurer Grandpa
Pablo has to go to the hospital
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Hardcover · 36 pp · 22 x 22 cm 
Ages 3-6+

Emma doesn’t want to go to school, but everything will change the day she learns that 
her kitten Flus goes to night school for cats… Let’s Go To School! is a witty story about the 
importance of overcoming the fear of going to school for the fi rst time. This book will help 
children discover that school is a nice place where they will learn lots of things and will have 
fun and make new friends.

Let’s Go to School!
Emma Doesn’t Want to Go to School

FEAR OF WHAT?
Author: Paula Merlán

Illustrator: Nancy Brajer

TALES TO LEARN
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Author: Paula Merlán 
Illustrator: Brenda Figueroa

Trip to the Forest 
Discover Different Means 
of Transport with Tam

Is There Someone
Who Needs an Elephant?

A Magical Class
Discover the Musical 
World with Tam 

Three entertaining books with delightful illustrations whose 
hero is an elephant called Tam who will face exciting 
adventures together with his best friends: Mary and her 
puppy Koko. Thanks to the colorful illustrations and simple 
texts, children will fi nd it easy and fun to learn different 
professions, discover the magic of music and identify the 
different means of transport! These books will help children 
discover values such as empathy, teamwork, confronting 
biases, friendship ...

TALES TO LEARN

Hardcover · 44 pp · 26 x 26,5 cm
Ages 6+
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Rústica • 25 x 29 cm • 64 págs. • 12,90 € (12,40 € sin IVA)

THIS IS NOT A TALE

Yuri has Written 
a Letter for You
Yuri is 9 years old and lives 
in a village in Peru, where it 
rains a lot and the streets are 
fl ooded. She has 7 brothers 
and they all go to a social 
lunchroom where they eat, 
shower and study. She wants to 
be a nurse to help her family.

Paperback · 64 pp. · 25 x 29 cm 
Ages 6+

A Day in 
the Life of Yayra
Yayra is 12 years old and lives in 
an African village, without electricity 
or running water that they need. 
Children stop going to school early 
because they start working from 
a very young age. She dreams of 
becoming a great person who can 
make this world a better place.

These books will help children to discover the customs and way of life 
of many other children of the world who live lives distinct from their own.

Author: María Angulo Aguado
Illustrator: Gracia Iglesias Lodares

www.estonoesuncuento.es

Hajar wants to fly
Hajar is a 12 year old girl who lives with her parents, her 
grandmother, and her 7 siblings in a small Morrocan village. This 
book tells us about the life of the inhabitants of Hajar’s village, a 
place where houses are made of mud as if camoufl aging with the 
mountains, where roads are practically inexistent, the winters are 
cold, and people lives with animals and normally works on farming. 
Hajar loves her family, she also likes playing in the fi eld with her 
friends and studying. She, like her father, dreams that their village 
may become an exemplary town, a town with potable tap water, 
healthcare centers, a pre-school, and playgrounds for kids.
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EQUALITY AND VALUES

Author & illustrator: Violeta Monreal

Alex, Trained to Succeed
Alex is a future football star because his father 
does everything possible to make him famous. 
But Alex is always in a bad mood because he 
hides a big secret. His team will have to face 
a team of blind people.

Blanca, Prodigious Goalkeeper
Blanca lives with her parents and her brother 
Gabriel. Blanca is adopted. The football team 
of her school will have to face a very special 
team: the residents of a community of the 
elderly.

A collection of Violeta Monreal that contains 4 fun books, written and 
illustrated by herself. Each book, whose main theme is football, will help 
children face diffi cult situations and discover how to solve them.

Collection Not Only Football

Dani, the Heart of the Team
Dani’s teammates want him out of the team 
because they say that Dani can’t play well, but 
Dani discovers that others may have even bigger 
problems than him; one day the mysterious life 
of his rival Tito comes to light, so they challenge 
themselves in a very special game.

Gabriel, Always Wants to Win
Gabriel is always jealous of his sister Blanca. 
But upon discovering her secret, everything will 
change. His team has to play against a team of 
acrobats, can they do it?

Paperback · 132 pp · 15 x 21 cm 
Ages 6+
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EQUALITY AND VALUES

Violeta Monreal presents us 50 visionaries, revolucionaries, dreamers, innovators and unique women 
who have transformed the world. Women, who in the course of history have made important discoveries, 
inspiring many to take action to make a better world, creating other realities, leading the world, and 
risking everything to achieve their dreams. They are 50, but they could have been many more.

Imperfect Women. 50 Exceptional Women
Who Have Transformed Our World

Author & illustrator: 
Violeta Monreal

Hardcover · 128 pp · 23 x 31 cm 
Ages 8+
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Author & Illustrator:
Violeta Monreal

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

27 titles

With this large-format book replete with superb 
illustrations, children will discover 80 values 
and virtues like strength, self-control, austerity, 
integrity, etc. Through interesting stories and 
proverbs from diverse cultures, children will 
assimilate all the values and virtues that will 
help them to achieve their goals, learn to love 
themselves...

80 Values and Virtues 
You will Like to Know

Hardcover · 96 pp · 23,5 x 31 cm 
Ages 8+

These 27 stories help children to identify and explore their feelings.
Each story addresses a different feeling –and its opposite– and is featured by 
a different kid with whom the reader can identify himself. In each story, the kid 
must deal with some confl icts related with their feelings and emotions, but with the 
help of the characters that embody sentiments, they will fi nd the key to solve the 
problem and to better understand other people’s emotions as well as their own.  

Paperback · 36 pp • Small format 20 x 14,7 cm • Large format 24,5 x 18 cm
Ages 5+

Collection Feelings and Values: 27 titles

www.sientetusfi lins.com
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Board book with round corner · 12 pp · 15 x 15 cm 
Ages 3+

Author & illustrator: 
Violeta Monreal

Written and illustrated by Violeta Monreal, these stories help children to discover their fi rst 
feelings. This collection features 6 tittles and each one is about an emotion: friendship, 
jealousy, happiness, fear, huff and shyness. In each story, the reader must deal with a specifi c 
feeling with the help of the friendly characters called «emotees» and very simple texts. They 
will fi nd the key to solve the question and to understand, in an easy way, every feeling or 
emotion.

Friendship 
Celebrates its Birthday 

Jealousy 
Goes to the Park

Collection The Awakening of Emotions
Fear
Goes on a Trip

Huff 
Goes Shopping

Happiness
Goes to School

Shyness
Makes a Visit
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Author & illustrator: 
Violeta Monreal

BABY’S FIRST YEAR ALBUM

This beautiful photo album with awesome illustrations will provide a treasured record of your baby, 
from before birth, through their fi rst year of life. It contains ample space for photographs and 
annotations: pre-natal preparations, date of birth, family tree, favourite food and toys, fi rst words 
and a lot more! And an envelope where you can guard special mementos of your baby’s fi rst year 
is also included! This album is the perfect way to ensure that those important details and precious 
moments will always be remembered.

Hello Mom! Hello Dad!

Padded hardcover • 32 pp • 18 x 25 cm

EDITORIAL SAN PABLO ESPAÑA • 31

Illustrator: Mónica Villar
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YOGA

Collection Minipadmini
Yoga for children

Author & Illustrator: 
Paula Acuña

Paperback · 48 pp · 20 x 20 cm
Ages 3+

A collection of 5 books starring Minipadmini and her 
Minifriends that teach children how to practice yoga in 
a more entertaining and didactic manner. Each book 
introduces a different sequence of Hatha Yoga. Through a 
Minifriend, the children will get to know the fi ve ways of 
Yoga (Hatha, Karma, Bhakti, Jñana and Raja Yoga). With 
nice illustrations and simple texts, they will learn yoga’s 
different postures and the proper ways to practice them.  

Also available 
in a single volume

Hardcover · 208 pp · 20 x 20 cmwww.yogaminipadmini.com
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Paperback · 48 pp · 20 x 20 cm
Ages 3+

TOUCH & FEEL

My First Prayer Book
Touch & Feel

The fi rst devotions, brightly pictured, so children will 
learn in an easy and fun way the Lord’s Prayer, Hail 
Mary, Guardian Angel prayer and other beloved and 
traditional devotions. Hardcover · 16 pp · 20 x 20 cm 

Ages 2+

My First Bible
Touch & Feel

This illustrated Bible, retold in a simple and witty way, 
is ideal for beginner readers to learn carefully chosen 
stories; they will learn how God created the world, 
how Noah saved his animals from the big fl ood, how 
Moses saved his people from the evil Pharaoh and 
the night a great king was born in Bethlehem. 

Simple and adapted texts, colorful pictures and different texturing effects will help children in their cognitive learning. 
The youngest members of the house will have fun reading the stories and discovering and feeling the textures that come 
in each one of them.

Hardcover · 16 pp · 20 x 20 cm 
Ages 2+

Illustrator: Alicia Arlandis
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LITTLE PRAYERS

My Prayers
I talk to Jesus

A beautiful book in small format containing modern and traditional prayers: Our Father, Hail Mary, the Holy Rosary, Stations of the 
Cross… They are written in a simple language and accompanied by colorful illustrations so children can easily learn them by heart. 
This fantastic book also includes the Ten Commandments, the sacraments, a guide to follow the celebration of the Mass, the gifts of 
the Holy Spirit, the virtues, and many other important teachings that will help children in living their Christian life.

My Prayers is a companion to My Bible: The greatest story ever told

Hardcover · 184 pp 
Small format 11 x 12,5 cm 
Large format 17,5 x 15,5 cm
Ages 6+

Illustrator: Jesús López Pastor

Small format

Large format

My Prayers
I talk to Jesus
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PRAYER GAME BOOK

Case with book 
+ deck of cards

Prayer Playing Cards

An entertaining card game with which children will learn their very fi rst prayers (Holy Father, Hail Mary, Dear Baby Jesus, 
Four corners to my bed…). The engaging illustrations by Patricia Trigo and the easy game dynamics, young (and no so young) 
children will plunge into the prayer’s world. This card game, which is already a success in church groups, is perfect for playing 
with the family, during catechesis and at school. It comes in a box with 108 cards and a booklet with the game’s instruction and 
the complete prayers. It is suitable for children over 4 years old. Game length: 15-40 minutes.

Author: Pablo Martínez 
Illustrator: Patricia Trigo

Case with book and deck of cards
48 pp. + 108 cartas • 12 x 16 cm.
Age: 4+
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CHILDREN’S BIBLES

A fi ne and complete selection of Bible stories from the both the 
Old and the New Testaments: Adam and Eve, Noah and the 
Ark, Moses and the Pharaoh, Jonah and the big fi sh… and also 
the birth of Jesus, his parables and miracles… 
Children will discover the greatest story ever told.

My First Illustrated Bible

Padded hardcover · 128 pp · 24,5 x 26,5 cm 
Ages 8+

Also 
available 

in First 
Communion 

cover

Author: Álvaro Santos
Illustrator: Jesús López Pastor
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CHILDREN’S BIBLES

A fully illustrated collection of Bible stories that includes 88 of the most representative 
episodes of the Old and New Testament retold with a clear language for young 
readers. Children will discover the greatest story ever told, acompanied by colorful and 
wonderful pictures.

My Bible
The Greatest Story Ever Told

50,000 copies sold in small format!

Text: Octavio Figueredo
Illustrator: Jesús López Pastor

Hardcover • 280 pp
Small format 11 x 12,5 cm 
Large format 17,5 x 15,5 cm
Ages 6+

Hardcover
280 pp
17,5 x 15,5 cm

Special 
First 
Holy
Communion

My Bible
The Greatest Story Ever Told

My Bible
First Holy Communion

Small format

Large format

Large format
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CHILDREN’S BIBLES

This precious board book that 
comes with a carry handle and 
has curved edges is best for your 
little ones at home. It contains 19 
famous bible stories written in a very 
comprehensible language. 

My First Bible

Illustrator: Alicia Arlandis

Padded hardcover · 38 pp · 15,5 x 15,5 cm 
Ages 3+

Illustrator: Blanca BK

The Children´s Bible

This Bible for children, in a board book 
format, contains 25 well-known biblical 
stories. It includes biblical reference for 
each corresponding story. 

Padded hardcover · 50 pp · 15 x 19 cm 
Ages 5+
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MINI BIBLE STORIES

Small die-cut books to introduce the fascinating Bible 
stories to the youngest of the house. The engaging 
pictures are accompanied by a short text to encourage 
children to read them.

Noah’s Ark

Board book · 16 pp · 14 x 14 cm 
Ages 3+

Text: Álvaro Santos
Illustrator: Elisenda Adell

Jonah and the Whale
Moses
Jesus is Born

Collection Pequelibros Bíblicos
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My Father in Heaven

A beautiful album with which, through 
interesting images and simple texts, children 
will discover God as a father who cares for 
them, who protects them and help them grow 
up happily and surrounded by love.

Hardcover · 32 pp · 29 x 23 cm
Ages 5+

Author: Raquel Díez
Illustrator: Susana Rosique

EN PREPARACIÓN:EN PREPARACIÓN:

CHILDREN’S INTERIORITY
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CHRISTMAS

Stella
The Magical Star Who Guides the Three Kings

A fantastic gift that will allow children to Presented in a transparent 
protective case to facilitate its preservation, the pack includes: the book 
telling the story of Stella and the Three Kings, a plush doll for children to 
interact with, and a letter with instructions for parents.

Author: Isabel Gilsanz Alcalde
Illustrator: Yolanda Cabrera

The case includes:  
A BOOK + A PLUSH DOLL STAR

+ A LETTER WITH INSTRUCCIONS

www.laestrellaestela.es

Transparent case with a zipper • 22,5 x 22,5 cm
Book (Hardcover) 40 pp 
Ages 4-5+
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Family Advent Calendar

A unique Advent calendar, made of resistant carton, in the form of a tree with slots for the 24 plastic balls 
included. These balls are numbered and are meant to be hung one for each day; written in each of them were 
proposals and suggestions that one may do individually or together with the whole family. These proposals 
seek to help personal growth and to strengthen family bonds. The reading of the daily message can be 
accompanied with sweets, following the tradition of many countries that is becoming popular each year.

The box-case (which also serves to keep the pieces when not in use) contains the tree and the balls, the 
instructions, and a book with suggestions for this liturgical season.

Box-case:
Tree made of carton  (height: 60 cm)

+ 24 balls + 1 star 
with a message for each day

+ Book (paperback)
with messages, proposals, and suggestions

Maletín cartón: 64 x 34 cm
Árbol: 67 cm de alto
Libro: 12 x 19,5 cm • 64 págs.

CHRISTMAS
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CHRISTMAS

My Nativity Book

Author: Álvaro Santos
Illustrator: Tamara Durán

This book is replete with pleasant 
Christmas illustrations that will help 
children discover Jesus, learn many things 
and joyfully celebrate the Yuletide season. 
Children can keep their unforgettable 
memories and photographs and will learn 
many enjoyable things to do to celebrate 
Christmas.

Hardcover • 48 pp • 24 x 24 cm 
Ages 5+

Board book · 48 pp · 26 x 26 cm 
Ages 3+

An amazing Advent calendar 
provided with die-cut pages, that 
kids can use to prepare for Christmas 
day after day. Each page includes a 
narration and a prayer that will help 
children to discover the story of the 
birth of Jesus and the main fi gures of 
the fi rst Christmas.

Author & illustrator: Karumina
My First Book of Advent 

With 30 stickers
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BAPTISM

Christening Album
The sacrament of Baptism is a new birth, this time to Christian life. 
This book contains the possibility of keeping a piece of this graceful day in each page; the possibility 
of keeping all the memories and emotions related to the Baptism of its protagonist.
Which church was it celebrated in? Who were his godparents? What prayers were said? 
Your family and friends will write down all their good wishes and inspirations for your baby. 

NEWNEW

Hardcover • 64 pp • 30 x 25 cm 
Ages 0+
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FIRST COMMUNION

Albums and signature books that children can use to preserve the memories of their fi rst Communion day. 
They include full colour pictures, blank space for writing and gluing photos, pages for signatures and inscriptions.

And a prayer book that contains modern and traditional prayers.

Guest Books & Albums & Prayer Book
Albums and signature books that children can use to preserve the memories of their fi rst Communion day. 

They include full colour pictures, blank space for writing and gluing photos, pages for signatures and inscriptions.
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Giftcase My First Holy Communion
Photo Album + The Holy Bible + 50 commemorative cards

A precious giftcase for First Communion that contains three 
must-have things that will make this very special day into an 
unforgettable memory: an album, with prayers and pages to be 
fi lled with the photos of the ceremony and with the signatures 
and messages of classmates, catechists, family, and friends; 50 
commemorative cards that the children can personalize and give 
to their guests, and an illustrated Bible for First Communion for 
deepening the friendship with Jesus.

Giftcase: 49 x 28,5 cm: Photo Album (Cartoné): 25 x 23 cm • 64pp. + The Holy Bible (Rústica): 11,5 x 14,5 cm • 80pp. + Cards: 10 x 7 cm

Photo Album The Holy Bible 

INCLUYE

50 
recordatorios

Commemorative cards

FIRST COMMUNION
Illustrator: Blanca BK

Ages 7+
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